Abstract. In this paper, we give the explicit determinations of dual plane curves, general dual helices and dual slant helices in terms of its dual curvature and dual torsion as a fundamental theory of dual curves in a dual 3-space.
Introduction
Study of a theory of plane curves in differential geometry is the most elementary and classical topic. A theory of plane curves plays a fundamental role in a theory of the general curves. It is well-known that a plane curve in Euclidean space is completely determined by a function called by the curvature. Moreover, the position vector of a curve with a given curvature function is well-known and this is very useful.
In a theory of space curves, especially, a helix is the most elementary and interesting topic. A helix, moreover, pays attention to natural scientists as well as mathematicians because of its various applications, for example, DNA, carbon nanotube, α-helix, and so on.
A helix in a Euclidean 3-space is defined as a regular curve with constant curvature and constant torsion, and a helix has the properties that its tangent (principal normal, respectively) vector field makes constant angle with some fixed line. These properties of a helix have led its generalizations, called by a general helix and slant helix. A famous Lancret theorem states that general helices are characterized by the constant ratio of curvature and torsion. Also, slant helices are characterized by a differential equation of curvature and Let γptq " pγ 1 ptq, γ 2 ptq, γ 3 ptqq and γ˚ptq " pγ1 ptq, γ2 ptq, γ3 ptqq be real valued curves in the Euclidean space E 3 . Theγptq " γptq` γ˚ptq is a curve in the dual space D 3 and is called a dual space curve. If the real valued functions γ i ptq and γi ptq are differentiable, then the dual space curvẽ
is differentiable in D 3 . We call the real partγ the inicatrix ofγptq. The dual arc length of the dual space curveγptq from t 1 to t is defined by
where t is a unit tangent vector of γptq. From now on, we will take the arc length s of γptq as the parameter instead of t.
Denote by tt,ñ,bu the moving dual Frenet frame along the dual space curveγpsq in the dual space D 3 . Thent,ñ andb are the dual tangent, the dual principal normal and the dual binormal vector fields, respectively. Then for the curveγ, the Frenet formulae are given by
whereκ " κ` κ˚is nowhere pure dual curvature andτ " τ` τ˚is nowhere pure dual torsion. The above formulae are called the Frenet formulae of dual curve in D 3 [7] .
Dual plane curves
For two real valued functions f and g, it is well-known that if f and g hold f ptq 2`g ptq 2 " 1, then there exists a function θ from R to R such that f ptq " cospθptqq and gptq " sinpθptqq. Similarly, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let f and g be two differentiable dual functions satisfying rf ptqs 2`r gptqs 2 " 1. Then, there exists a functionθ from D to D such that f ptq " cospθptqq and gptq " sinpθptqq.
Proof. Putt " t` t˚. Then, the functions f and g are given by (2) f ptq " f ptq` t˚f 1 ptq and gptq " gptq` t˚g 1 ptq, where f 1 ptq and g 1 ptq are the derivations of f and g. Since f ptq 2`g ptq 2 " f ptq 2`g ptq 2`2 t˚pf ptqf 1 ptq`gptqg 1 ptqq " 1, it follows that f ptq 2`g ptq 2 " 0 and t˚pf ptqf 1 ptq`gptqg 1 ptqq " 0. From the result of real valued functions, there is a real function θ such that f ptq " cospθptqq and gptq " sinpθptqq. The function θ can be extended as a dual functionθptq " θptq` t˚θ 1 ptq, from which, we have f ptq " cospθptqq and gptq " sinpθptqq. By a suitable choice of a coordinate system, we can assume the initial point γp0q " p0, 0q and the initial tangent vectortp0q " p1, 0q. Hence, together withθp0q " 0, the curveγpsq is expressed by (3).
Example 3.3. (Circle with the dual radius 1{k) In (3), we putκ by a dual numberk " k` k˚. Then, the dual components xpsq and ypsq are given by
By puttings " s` f psq in (1), (6) is rewritten as
In other words, a dual circle in D 2 with the dual radius 1{pk` k˚q is expressed by a product curve of xpsq P D and ypsq P D. Fig. 1 represents a curve withk " 1` 1 10 and f psq " s.
The explicit determinations of dual plane curves and dual delices. . . We call a dual plane curve whose curvatureκ is a linear function of the dual arc-length parameters, a dual Cornu spiral. From Theorem 3.2, the dual Cornu spiral with the curvatureκpsq " 2s is
where f psq " s˚in (1) (see Fig. 2 ). (8) with respect tos,Ṽ psq is a constant vector alongγpsq if and only if
Dual helices and dual slant helices
Letγpsq be a general dual helix in D 3 with unit axisṼ andθ a constant dual angle between the tangent vector field ofγpsq and the axisṼ . Then, from (8) and (9),Ṽ is given by (10)Ṽ psq " cospθqtpsq`sinpθqbpsq and it satisfies that (11)κ τ " tanpθq.
Conversely, if (11) holds for a constant dual number tanpθq then the vector (10) is a constant dual vector along a dual Frenet curveγpsq satisfying xt,Ṽ y " cospθq.
Thus, we have the Lancret theorem in dual 3-space D 3 as follows: Proof. By the definition of integral curve, the tangent vector fieldtpsq of γpsq is given by´cospθqñ 0 psq`sinpθqb 0 . By taking the derivative oft in terms ofs, we have the dual curvatureκpsq " cospθqκ 0 psq and the principal normal vector fieldñpsq "t 0 psq ofγpsq. Also, the binormal vector fieldbpsq ofγpsq is given bỹ
The differentiation ofbpsq leads the dual torsionτ psq " sinpθqκ 0 ofγpsq, from which we have our assertion.
In the proof of Proposition 4.3, the dual principal normal vector fieldñ of the curveγpsq is calculated byt 0 . This means thatγ 0 psq is an integral curve of the principal normal vector fieldñ alongγpsq. Hence, the converse of Proposition 4.3 can be stated as follows: Proof. For a non-zero dual numberc, assume thatτ "cκ. Put V psq " ctpsq`bpsq. Then V is a constant vector alongγ and is orthogonal tot 0 for alls. This means thatγ 0 lies in a dual plane curve orthogonal to V in Proof. Letγ 0 psq be an integral curve of the principal normal vector fieldñ alongγpsq. Then,γ 0 psq is a dual plane curve with the dual curvatureκ 0 ps given bỹ Example 4.7. (Dual circular helix) Puttingθ " θ` θ˚,ã " cospθq and a " sinpθq, a dual circle pxpsq, ypsqq in Example 2.3 induces a general dual helixγ given by pcospθqypsq,´cospθqxpsq, sinpθqps` f psqqq. The position vector pXpsq, Y psq, Zpsqq ofγ is expressed by
Zpsq " s sinpθq` psinpθqf psq`θ˚s cospθqq .
Moreover, its dual curvatureκ and dual torsionτ are given by | cospθq|k and sinpθqk, respectively. This curve is called a dual circular helix with constant dual curvature and constant dual torsion. Also, this curve is a triple product curve of three curves Xpsq, Y psq and Zpsq in D. Fig. 3 represents a dual circular helix with f psq " cospsq. The explicit determinations of dual plane curves and dual delices. . .
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For a given dual curveγpsq in D 3 with the dual Frenet frame tt,ñ,bu, an integral curveΓpsq of cosˆżs s 0τ ds˙ñpsq`sinˆżs s 0τ ds˙bpsq is called a principal-donor curve ofγpsq. Also,γpsq is called a principaldirection curve ofΓpsq.
Remark 4.8. We can check easily thatγpsq is an integral curve of the principal normal vector field alongΓpsq.
Definition 4.9. Letγpsq be a dual Frenet curve in D 3 with non-zero dual curvatureκ and non-zero dual torsionτ . The curveγpsq is called a dual slant helix if its principal normal vector field makes a constant dual angle with a dual fixed line˜ . We call the direction of˜ by slant axis of a dual slant helixγpsq.
A characterization of the dual slant helices by its dual curvature and dual torsion is the same as that of the slant helices in E 3 . Proof. From the definition of the principal-donor curve, the tangent vector fieldT ofΓ is given by cosˆżτ ds˙ñpsq`sinˆżτ ds˙bpsq.
By taking the derivative ofT with respect tos and using the Frenet formulae of the dual curves in D 3 , it follows that
KpsqÑpsq "κpsq cosˆżτ ds˙tpsq, from which,Kpsq "κpsq| cos`şτ ds˘| andÑ "t. Also, the binormal vector fieldB is given bỹ
By taking the derivative ofB with respect tos and using the Frenet formulae of the dual curves in D 3 , we have the last assertion of (14). We can easily check (15). Thus, the proof is completed. Example 4.14. (Dual circular slant helix) In Example 4.7, we showed a circular dual helix in D 3 which is a principal-donor curve of a dual circle in D 2 . When a dual slant helixΓ in D 3 is a principal-donor curve of a dual circular helixγ, we call the curveΓ a dual circular slant helix. Since the dual circular helixγ has the constant dual curvaturek and the constant dual torsionτ "ck for a dual numberc, from (19), (20) and (21) ) .
Ifc " 1 andk " 1` , the dual circular slantΓ is given by If we put f psq " s, the curveΓ is represented in Fig. 4 .
